





















In this paper, we compute the index form of the multiply twisted products.
We study the Killing vector fields on the multiply twisted product manifolds and
determine the Killing vector fields in some cases. We compute the curvature
of the multiply twisted products with a semi-symmetric metric connection and
show that the mixed Ricci-flat multiply twisted products with a semi-symmetric
metric connection can be expressed as multiply warped products. We also study
the Einstein multiply warped products with a semi-symmetric metric connec-
tion and the multiply warped products with a semi-symmetric metric connection
with constant scalar curvature, we apply our results to generalized Robertson-
Walker spacetimes with a semi-symmetric metric connection and generalized
Kasner spacetimes with a semi-symmetric metric connection and find some new
examples of Einstein affine manifolds and affine manifolds with constant scalar
curvature. We also consider the multiply twisted product Finsler manifolds and
we get some interesting properties of these spaces.
Keywords: Multiply twisted products; index forms; Killing vector fields; semi-
symmetric metric connection; Ricci tensor; scalar curvature; Einstein manifolds;
multiply twisted product Finsler manifolds
1 Introduction
The (singly) warped product B×b F of two pseudo-Riemannian manifolds (B, gB)
and (F, gF ) with a smooth function b : B → (0,∞) is the product manifold B × F
with the metric tensor g = gB ⊕ b2gF . Here, (B, gB) is called the base manifold
and (F, gF ) is called as the fiber manifold and b is called as the warping function.
Generalized Robertson-Walker space-times and standard static space-times are two
well-known warped product spaces.The concept of warped products was first intro-
duced by Bishop and ONeil (see [BO]) to construct examples of Riemannian mani-
folds with negative curvature. In Riemannian geometry, warped product manifolds
and their generic forms have been used to construct new examples with interesting
curvature properties since then. In [DD], F. Dobarro and E. Dozo had studied from
the viewpoint of partial differential equations and variational methods, the problem
of showing when a Riemannian metric of constant scalar curvature can be produced
on a product manifolds by a warped product construction. In [EJK], Ehrlich, Jung
and Kim got explicit solutions to warping function to have a constant scalar curvature
for generalized Robertson-Walker space-times. In [ARS], explicit solutions were also
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obtained for the warping function to make the space-time as Einstein when the fiber
is also Einstein.
One can generalize singly warped products to multiply warped products. Briefly,
a multiply warped product (M,g) is a product manifold of form M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2
F2 · · · ×bm Fm with the metric g = gB ⊕ b21gF1 ⊕ b22gF2 · · · ⊗ b2mgFm , where for each
i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, bi : B → (0,∞) is smooth and (Fi, gFi) is a pseudo-Riemannian man-
ifold. In particular, when B = (c, d) with the negative definite metric gB = −dt2 and
(Fi, gFi) is a Riemannian manifold, we call M as the multiply generalized Robertson-
Walker space-time. Geodesic equations and geodesic connectedness of multiply gener-
alized Robertson-Walker space-times were studied by Flores and Sa´nchez in [FS] and
they also noted that the class of multiply generalized warped space-times contains
many well known relativistic space-times. In [U1], necessary and sufficient conditions
were obtained about geodesic completeness of multiply warped space-times. In [DU1],
Dobarro and U¨nal studied Ricci-flat and Einstein-Lorentzian multiply warped prod-
ucts and considered the case of having constant scalar curvature for multiply warped
products and applied their results to generalized Kasner space-times.
Singly warped products have two natural generalizations. A doubly warped prod-
uct (M,g) is a product manifold of form M =f B ×b F , with smooth functions
b : B → (0,∞), f : F → (0,∞) and the metric tensor g = f2gB ⊕ b2gF . In [U2], U¨nal
studied geodesic completeness of Riemannian doubly warped products and Lorentzian
doubly warped products. A twisted product (M,g) is a product manifold of form
M = B ×b F , with a smooth function b : B × F → (0,∞), and the metric tensor
g = gB ⊕ b2gF . In [FGKU], they showed that mixed Ricci-flat twisted products could
be expressed as warped products. As a consequence, any Einstein twisted products are
warped products. So it is natural to consider multiply twisted products as generaliza-
tions of multiply warped products and twisted products. A multiply twisted product
(M,g) is a product manifold of formM = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm with the metric
g = gB⊕b21gF1⊕b22gF2 · · ·⊕b2mgFm , where for each i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, bi : B×Fi → (0,∞)
is smooth.
In [EK], Ehrlich and Kim constructed the index form along timelike geodesics on
a Lorentzian warped product and applied this index form to generalized Robertson-
Walker spacetimes. In [CK], they computed the index form of multiply generalized
Robertson-Walker spacetimes. In the first part of this paper, we compute the index
form of multiply twisted products. In [Sa], the curvature and Killing vector fields of
generalized Robertson-Walker spacetimes were studied. The non-trivial Killing vec-
tor fields of these space-times were characterized. In [DU2], they provided a global
characterization of the Killing vector fields of a standard static spacetime by a sys-
tem of partial differential equations. By studying this system, they determined all
the Killing vector fields when Riemannian part was compact. In the second part of
this paper, we study the Killing vector fields of multiply twisted products and in some
cases, we can determine all Killing vector fields.
The definition of a semi-symmetric metric connection was given by H. Hayden
in [Ha]. In 1970, K. Yano [Ya] considered a semi-symmetric metric connection and
studied some of its properties. He proved that a Riemannian manifold admitting
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the semi-symmetric metric connection has vanishing curvature tensor if and only
if it is conformally flat. Motivated by the Yano’ result, in [SO], Sular and O¨zgur
studied warped product manifolds with a semi-symmetric metric connection, they
computed curvature of semi-symmetric metric connection and considered Einstein
warped product manifolds with a semi-symmetric metric connection. In the main part
of this paper, we consider multiply twisted products with a semi-symmetric metric
connection and compute the curvature of a semi-symmetric metric connection. We
show that mixed Ricci-flat multiply twisted products with a semi-symmetric met-
ric connection can be expressed as multiply warped products which generalizes the
result in [FGKU]. We also study the Einstein multiply warped products with a semi-
symmetric metric connection and multiply warped products with a semi-symmetric
metric connection with constant scalar curvature, we apply our results to generalized
Robertson-Walker spacetimes with a semi-symmetric metric connection and general-
ized Kasner spacetimes with a semi-symmetric metric connection and we find some
new examples of Einstein affine manifolds and affine manifolds with constant scalar
curvature. We also classify generalized Einstein Robertson-Walker spacetimes with a
semi-symmetric metric connection and generalized Einstein Kasner spacetimes with
a semi-symmetric metric connection.
On the other hand, Finsler geometry is a subject studying manifolds whose tan-
gent spaces carry a norm varying smoothly with the base point. Indeed, Finsler
geometry is just Riemannian geometry without the quadratic restriction. Thus it is
natural to extend the construction of warped product manifolds for Finsler geometry.
In the first step, Asanov gave the generalization of the Schwarzschild metric in the
Finslerian setting and obtained some models of relativety theory descried through
the warped product of Finsler metrics [As1,2]. In [KPV], Kozma-Peter-Varga defined
their warped product for Finsler metrics and concluded that completeness of warped
product can be related to completeness of its components. In [HR], Using the Cantan
connection for the study of warped product Finsler spaces, they found the necessary
and sufficient conditions for such manifolds to be Riemannian, Landsberg, Berwald,
and locally Minkowski, separately. In [PT] and [PTN], they considered the doubly
warped product Finsler manifolds and found the necessary and sufficient conditions
for such manifolds to be Riemannian, Landsberg, Berwald, Douglas, locally dually
flat. They also defined the doubly warped Sasaki-Matsumoto metric for warped
product manifolds and found a condition under which the horizontal and vertical
tangent bundle were totally geodesic. In this paper, we consider multiply twisted
product Finsler manifolds. Let (B,FB), (Mi, Fi), 1 ≤ i ≤ m be Finsler manifolds
and fi : B × Mi → (0,+∞) be a smooth function. Let pii : TMi → Mi be the
projection map. The product manifold B×M1 × · · · ×Mm endowed with the metric
F : TB0 × TM01 · · · × TM0m → R is considered,





(v0) + f21 (pi0(v0), pi1(v1))F1
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(v1) + · · ·+ f2m(pi0(v0), pim(vm))Fm2(vm), (1.1)
where TB0 = TB − {0}, TM0i = TMi − {0}. We find the necessary and sufficient
conditions for multiply twisted product Finsler manifolds to be Riemannian, Lands-
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berg, Berwald, locally dually flat, locally Minkowski.We also define the generalized
twisted Sasaki-Matsumoto metric and get a condition under which the horizontal and
vertical tangent bundle are totally geodesic.
This paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we compute curvature and the
index form of multiply twisted products. In Section 3, we study the Killing vector
fields of multiply twisted products and in some cases, we can determine all Killing
vector fields. In Section 4, we study multiply twisted products with a semi-symmetric
metric connection. In Section 5, we study multiply twisted product Finsler manifolds.
2 The index form of the multiply twisted products
Definition 2.1 A multiply twisted product (M,g) is a product manifold of form
M = B×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm with the metric g = gB ⊕ b21gF1 ⊕ b22gF2 · · · ⊕ b2mgFm,
where for each i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, bi : B × Fi → (0,∞) is smooth.
Here, (B, gB) is called the base manifold and (Fi, gFi) is called as the fiber mani-
fold and bi is called as the twisted function. Obviously, twisted products and multiply
warped products are the special cases of multiply twisted products.
Proposition 2.2 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and let X,Y ∈ Γ(TB) and U ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj). Then
(1) ∇XY = ∇BXY.
(2) ∇XU = ∇UX = X(bi)bi U.
(3) ∇UW = 0 if i 6= j.
(4) ∇UW = U(lnbi)W+W (lnbi)U− gFi(U,W )bi gradFibi−bigFi(U,W )gradBbi+∇
Fi
U W if i =
j.
Proposition 2.3 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted prod-
uct, then B is a totally geodesic submanifold and Fi is a totally umbilical submanifold.
Define the curvature, Ricci curvature and scalar curvature as follows:








where Ek is a orthonormal base of M with < Ek, Ek >= εk. The Hessian of f is
defined by Hf (X,Y ) = XY f − (∇XY )f.
Proposition 2.4 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and let X,Y,Z ∈ Γ(TB) and V ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj), U ∈ Γ(TFk). Then






(3)R(X,V )W = R(V,W )X = R(V,X)W = 0 if i 6= j.
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(4)R(X,Y )V = 0.
(5)R(V,W )X = V X(lnbi)W −WX(lnbi)V if i = j.
(6)R(V,W )U = 0 if i = j 6= k or i 6= j 6= k.
(7)R(U, V )W = −g(V,W )gB(gradBbi,gradBbk)
bibk
U, if i = j 6= k.
(8)R(X,V )W = − g(V,W )
bi
∇BX(gradBbi)+[WX(lnbi)]V−gFi(W,V )gradFi(Xlnbi) if i =
j.
(9)R(V,W )U = g(V,U)gradB(W (lnbi)) − g(W,U)gradB(V (lnbi)) + RFi(V,W )U −
|gradBbi|2B
b2i
(g(W,U)V − g(V,U)W ) if i = j = k.
Proposition 2.5 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and let X,Y,Z ∈ Γ(TB) and V ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj). Then






(2)Ric(X,V ) = Ric(V,X) = (li − 1)[V X(lnbi)].
(3)Ric(V,W ) = 0 if i 6= j.














· g(V,W ) if i = j.
By Proposition 2.5, similar to the theorem 1 in [FGKU], we get:
Corollary 2.6 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and dimFi > 1, then M is mixed Ricci-flat if and only if M can be expressed as a
multiply warped product. In particular, if M is Einstein, then M can be expressed as
a multiply warped product.
Similar to the theorem 6 in [BGV], we get:
Corollary 2.7 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product and
dimB > 1, dimFi > 1, if M is locally conformal-flat, then M can be expressed as a
multiply warped product.
Proposition 2.8 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product,




























Similar to the proposition 3.1 in [U2], we have
Proposition 2.9 Let M = B×b1F1×b2F2 · · ·×bmFm be a multiply twisted product. If
(B, gB) and (Fi, gFi) are complete Riemannian manifolds and infbi > 0, then (M,g)
is a complete Riemannian manifold. Conversely, if (M,g) is a complete Riemannian
manifold and 0 < infbi < supbi < +∞, then (B, gB) and (Fi, gFi) are complete Rie-
mannian manifolds.
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By Proposition 2.2, we have:
Proposition 2.10 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product.
Also let γ = (α, β1, · · · , βm) be a curve in M defined on some interval I ⊆ R. Then




















gradFibi, for any i ∈ {1, 2 · · · ,m}.
By the proposition 2.2, the formula for the covariant derivative of a smooth vector































By (2.2), we have:
Proposition 2.11 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product.
(a) Let VB be a smooth vector field along the smooth curve γB : I → (B, gB) and for
fixed qi ∈ Fi, let γ(t) = (γB(t), q1, · · · , qm) and V (t) = (VB(t), 0, · · · , 0) along γ. Then
V is parallel along γ : I → (M,g) if and only if VB is parallel along γB : I → (B, gB).
(b) Let VFi be a smooth vector field along the smooth curve γFi : I → (Fi, gFi) and
for fixed b ∈ B and qj ∈ Fj , j 6= i, let γ(t) = (b, q1, · · · , qi−1, γFi(t), · · · , qm) and
V (t) = (0, · · · , 0, VFi(t), · · · , 0) along γ. Then V is parallel along γ : I → (M,g) if









gradFibi +∇Fiγ′Fi(t)Vi = 0.
Next we compute the index form. We use the variational approach rather than
direct computation of the curvature formula g(R(V, γ′)γ′, V ) of the index form.
Now let γ : [a, b]→ (M,g) be a unit timelike curve. Further, let α : I × (−ε, ε)→
(M,g) be a variation of γ(t). Let
αs(t) := α(t, s) = (αB(t, s), α1(t, s), · · · , αm(t, s)) (2.3)






































, · · · , ∂αm
∂t
). (2.6)
Since the curve αs(t) is timelike, if






















































h(t, 0) = 1,
∂h
∂s











































If γ(t) is a unit timelike geodesic in (M,g), then A(t, 0) = g(V ′, γ′). It remains to
calculate ∂A(t,s)
∂s
(t, 0). By (2.8) and commuting the differentiation, we have
∂A(t, s)
∂s


























































































































(b2i (αB , αi))(t, s) = (V
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By the proposition 2.10, similarly we can get
m∑
i=1































By (2.13) (2.14),(2.17) and (2.18), we get
Proposition 2.12 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product.
Let γ : [a, b] → (M,g) be a unit timelike geodesic and α : [a, b] × (−ε, ε) → (M,g) be





g(V ′, γ′)2 + gB(V ′B , V
′




b2i (γB , γFi)(t)[gFi(V
′
Fi






[HessB(b2i )(VB , VB) + Hess



















gB(∇BVBVB , γ′B) +
m∑
i=1






In studying the second variation and index form, it suffices to consider vector
fields perpendicular to the given geodesic γ(t). Let V ⊥(γ) denote the vector space
of piecewise smooth vector fields V along γ with g(V, γ′) = 0 and let V ⊥0 (γ) = {V ∈
V ⊥(γ)|V (a) = V (b) = 0}. Then guided by the result of Proposition 2.12, the index
form
I : V ⊥0 (γ)× V ⊥0 (γ)→ R
should be given by












b2i (γB , γFi)(t)[gFi(V
′
Fi






[HessB(b2i )(VB , VB) + Hess

















I(V,W ) could be obtained from (2.20) by polarization.
Now we specialize to the index form to the case that (M,g) = (R×R×F,−du2+
f21 (u, x)dx
2+f22 (u)gF ) where (F, gF ) is a Riemannian manifold. We call such Lorentzian
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manifolds as static multiply twisted product spacetimes. Let γ(t) = (γB(t), γ1(t), γ2(t))
denote a unit timelike geodesic segment. Consider variation vector fields V = (VB , V1, V2)
along γ with g(V, γ′) = 0. We begin with a special case in which the timelike geodesic
γ(t) is of the form γ(t) = (t, x0, q). By g(V, γ
′) = 0, then VB = 0. By γ′Fi = 0, we get
Proposition 2.13 Let (M,g) = (R ×R × F,−du2 + f21 (u, x)dx2 + f22 (u)gF ) . Let
γ : [a, b] → (M,g) be a unit timelike geodesic having form γ(t) = (t, x0, q) Then
I : V ⊥0 (γ)× V ⊥0 (γ)→ R is given by

















By Proposition 2.10, we have
Corollary 2.14 Let (M,g) = (R × R × F,−du2 + f21 (u, x)dx2 + f22 (u)gF ) . Then
γ(t) = (τ(t), τ1(t), γF (t)) be a geodesic if and only if















F ) = 0; (2.22)
























(τ(t))τ ′(t)γ′F (t) = 0. (2.24)
Let VB = νB(t)
d
du
|τ(t) and V1 = ν1(t) ddx |τ1(t), then direct computation show that
Proposition 2.15 Let (M,g) = (R ×R × F,−du2 + f21 (u, x)dx2 + f22 (u)gF ) . Let
γ : [a, b]→ (M,g) be a unit timelike geodesic and V ∈ V ⊥0 (γ), then
































































3 Killing vector fields on the multiply twisted product
manifolds
In this section, we develop the propertied of Killing vector fields, then we focus our
attention on some special cases and characterize Killing vector fields on these spaces.
Lemma 3.1 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product. Let
X ∈ Γ(TB), U ∈ Γ(TFi), then





X(b2i )gFi ; L
M




U gFi + U(b
2
i )gFi . (3.1)
Proposition 3.2 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product.
Let X ∈ Γ(TB), Ui ∈ Γ(TFi), then K = X + U1 + · · ·Um is a Killing vector fields
if and only if X is a Killing vector fields on B and Ui is a conformal Killing vector







Lemma 3.3 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product. If K
is a Killing vector field on M , then KB = K(·, q1, · · · , qm) is a Killing vector field on
B, and KFi = K(p, q1, · · · , qi−1, ·, qi+1, · · · , qm) is Killing vector field on Fi.
Nextly, we assume m = 2 and bi = fi. Let Ka, a ∈ {1, · · · ,mB} be a basis of
Killing vector fields of (B, gB) and Wb, b ∈ {1, · · · ,mF1} be a basis of conformal
Killing vector fields of (F1, gF1) with L
F1
Wb
gF1 = 2σbgF1 and Gc, c ∈ {1, · · · ,mF2} be a
basis of conformal Killing vector fields of (F2, gF2) with L
F2
Gc
gF2 = 2σcgF2 . Let x, y, z
denote variables on B,F1, F2 respectively. If K is a Killing vector field on M , then
by Lemma 3.3, there are functions µa(y, z), δb(x, z), λc(x, y) such that
K = KB +KF1 +KF2 , KB = µ
aKa, KF1 = δ
bWb, KF2 = λ
cGc. (3.2)
We note that if φ,Z and T are respectively a function, a vector field and a 2-covariant
tensor field on M , then
LφZT (·, ·) = φLZT (·, ·) + dφ(·) ⊗ T (Z, ·) + T (Z, ·)⊗ dφ(·). (3.3)











2 [KB(lnf2) +KF2(lnf2) + λ
cσc] gF2
+dµa ⊗ K̂a + K̂a ⊗ dµa + f21 (dδb ⊗ Ŵb + Ŵb ⊗ dδb) + f22 (dλc ⊗ Ĝc + Ĝc ⊗ dλc)
= 2f21
[





2 [KB(lnf2) +KF2(lnf2) + λ
cσc] gF2
+(dF1µ
a ⊗ K̂a + f21Ŵb ⊗ dBδb) + (K̂a ⊗ dF1µa + f21dBδb ⊗ Ŵb)
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+(dF2µ
a ⊗ K̂a + f22 Ĝc ⊗ dBλc) + (K̂a ⊗ dF2µa + f22dBλc ⊗ Ĝc)
+(f21dF2δ
b ⊗ Ŵb + f22 Ĝc ⊗ dF1λc) + (f21 Ŵb ⊗ dF2δb + f22dF1λc ⊗ Ĝc). (3.4)
So we obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.4 Let M = B×f1 F1×f2 F2. Let K be a vector field on M as in (3.2),
then K is a Killing vector field if and only if the following relations hold:
KB(lnf1) +KF1(lnf1) + δ
bσb = 0; KB(lnf2) +KF2(lnf2) + λ
cσc = 0; (3.5)
dF1µ
a ⊗ K̂a + f21 Ŵb ⊗ dBδb = 0; dF2µa ⊗ K̂a + f22 Ĝc ⊗ dBλc = 0; (3.6)
f21dF2δ
b ⊗ Ŵb + f22 Ĝc ⊗ dF1λc = 0. (3.7)
Now we letM = I×f1F1×f2F2 with the metric tensor −dt2+f1(t)2gF1+f2(t)2gF2 .
By (3.2), then K = µ(y, z) ∂
∂t
+ δb(t, z)Wb+λ
c(t, y)Gc. By Proposition 3.4, we have if
K is a Killing vector field, then
KB(lnf1) + δ
bσb = 0; KB(lnf2) + λ
cσc = 0; (3.8)
−dF1µ⊗ dt+ f21Ŵb ⊗ dBδb = 0; − dF2µ⊗ dt+ f22 Ĝc ⊗ dBλc = 0; (3.9)
f21dF2δ
b ⊗ Ŵb + f22 Ĝc ⊗ dF1λc = 0. (3.10)
By (3.9), then






Since Ŵb is a base, by separation of variables, we obtain
δb(t, z) = ψb(z)
∫ t
t=t0
f−21 (u)du+ ψ˜b(z), dF1µ(y, z) = ψb(z)Ŵb. (3.12)
Similarly, we obtain





Ĝc = φc(y)Ĝc; λ











+ f−21 (t)ψb(z)σb(y) = 0 (3.14)
Case I) µ = 0, by (3.12) and (3.13),
ψb(z) = 0, δ
b(t, z) = ψ˜b(z), φc(y) = 0, λ




Proposition 3.5 Let M = I ×f1 F1×f2 F2 with the metric tensor −dt2+ f1(t)2gF1 +
f2(t)
2gF2 . K is a Killing vector field with µ = 0, then K = KF1(y, z) +KF2(y, z) and
KF1(y, z0) is a Killing vector field on (F1, gF1) and KF2(y0, z) is a Killing vector field
on (F2, gF2).




f21 (t) = −
ψb(z)σb(y)
µ(y, z)




f22 (t) = −
φc(y)σc(z)
µ(y, z)
= C2F , (3.17)
where C1F , C
2
F are constants. By (3.2),(3.12),(3.13),(3.16) and (3.17), we obtain













FµgF1 = 0; Hess
µ
F2
+ C2FµgF2 = 0; (3.19)
We may assume that µ is not a constant. One can derive (3.8) with respect to t and
by (3.12) and (3.16), we get
−ψbσb(lnf1)′(t0) + C1F ψ˜b(z)σb(y) = 0. (3.20)
So if C1
F
6= 0, then TF1 = ψ˜b(z)Wb − (lnf1)
′(t0)
C1F
ψb(z)Wb is a Killing vector field on F1
















By (3.16),(3.17),(3.18), (3.21) and (3.22), we obtain
Proposition 3.7 If M = I ×f1 F1 ×f2 F2 with the metric tensor −dt2 + f1(t)2gF1 +
f2(t)





f2i (t) = C
i
F for i = 1, 2.







f2i (t) = C
i
F 6= 0 for i = 1, 2. Then its Killing vector field is
given by




















+ TF1(y, z) + TF2(y, z), (3.23)
where TF1(y, z0) is a Killing vector field on (F1, gF1) and T
F2(y0, z) is a Killing vector
field on (F2, gF2) and µ satisfies (3.19).
When CiF = 0, we may obtain similar results like Theorem 4.7 in [Sa].
Nextly, we consider the Killing vector fields on R2 × F with the metric
tensor −dt2 + ds2 + f2(t)gF .











are the basis of Killing vector fields on R2 with the metric tensor −dt2 + ds2. Let
Wb, b ∈ {1, · · · ,mF } be a basis of conformal Killing vector fields of (F, gF ) with
LFWbgF = 2σbgF , then
K = µaKa + δ
bWb; KB(lnf) + δ
bσb = 0; dµ
a ⊗ K̂a + f2Ŵb ⊗ dδb = 0. (3.24)
By K̂1 = −dt, K̂2 = ds, K̂3 = −sdt+ tds and (3.24), we have:
dµ1 + sdµ3 − f2(t)∂δ
b
∂t
Ŵb = 0; (3.25)
dµ2 + tdµ3 + f2(t)
∂δb
∂s
Ŵb = 0. (3.26)




f−2(u)du+ Ĉb(s) + Lb(t), (3.27)
where Cb is a constant. By (3.25) and (3.27), we have
dµ3 = CbŴb, dµ
1 = dbŴb, δ






















(s) = eb (3.30)
where eb is a constant. Then
C˜b
′







(s) = êb, C˜b(s) = êbs+ e˜b, (3.32)
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where = êb, e˜b are constants. By (3.28) and (3.32), we have
δb = (Cbs+ db)
∫ t
t0
f−2(u)du+ êbs+ e˜b. (3.33)
We derive (3.31) with respect to t, then
Cbf = f
′(Cbt− eb). (3.34)
Case I) There is a Cb 6= 0 i.e. µ3 is not a constant. So by (3.34), then f =
A(t− eb
Cb
) = At+B for A 6= 0 and f is fixed and eb
Cb
is a constant independent of b.
So by (3.28) and (3.30),
dµ2 = λdµ3, µ2 = λµ3 + λ˜. (3.35)




















σb = 0. (3.37)
Derive (3.36) and (3.37) with respect to t, then
µ1 − 1
A2
dbσb = 0; µ3 − 1
A2







By (3.31),(3.32) and f = At+B, then
êb = − Cb
A(At0 +B)
. (3.40)
By (3.24),(3.33),(3.35) and (3.39), we obtain
K = (µ1 + sµ3)
∂
∂t















where W∗ = e˜bWb is a conformal killing vector field on (F, gF ). In (3.36), we set
t = t0 and using (3.38), then
dbσb
A(At0 +B)
+ e˜bσb = 0. (3.42)
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and T = dbWb
A(At0+B)
+ e˜bWb is a Killing vector field on F , So
K = (µ1 + sµ3)
∂
∂t








gradFµ1 + T, (3.43)
Theorem 3.9 Let M = R2×F with the metric tensor −dt2+ds2+f2(t)gF and K is
a Killing vector field given by (3.24) and µ3 is not a constant, then f = At+B, A 6= 0
and K can be expressed by (3.43) and µ1, µ3 satisfy (3.39).
Case II) Cb = 0 for any b and there is a eb 6= 0 i.e. µ3 = k0 is a constant and




(t− t0) + êbs+ e˜b. (3.44)
By (3.24) and (3.44), we obtain
dbσb = 0, e˜bσb = 0, êbσb = 0, (3.45)




F = 0. (3.46)
Theorem 3.10 Let M = R2×F with the metric tensor −dt2+ ds2+ f2(t)gF and K
is a Killing vector field given by (3.24) and µ3 = k0 and µ2 is not a constant, then
f = l0 and K can be expressed by
K = (µ1 + sk0)
∂
∂t




where K1,K2,K3 are Killing vector fields on F and µ1, µ3 satisfy (3.46).

















When k0 = 0, similar to the discussions in [Sa], we can obtain
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Theorem 3.11 Let M = R2×F with the metric tensor −dt2+ ds2+ f2(t)gF and K
is a Killing vector field given by (3.24) and µ3 = 0 and µ2 = k0, then if µ1 = 0, K










f2 = CF and when















where T is a Killing vector field on F and Hessµ1F + µ1CF gF = 0. If CF = 0 and µ1






+W∗, where W∗ is homothetic.
Theorem 3.12 Let M = R2×F with the metric tensor −dt2+ ds2+ f2(t)gF and K
is a Killing vector field given by (3.24) and µ3 = k0 6= 0, µ2 = k0, then f = l0 and K
can be expressed by
K = (µ1 + sk0)
∂
∂t






(t− t0) + T, (3.52)
where T is a Killing vector field on F and Hessµ1F = 0.
Remark. Here we can not considerM = R2×F as R×(R×fF ) with the metric tensor
ds2+(−dt2+f2(t)gF ). Although the space of conformal Killing vector fields on (F, gF )
is finite dimensional, but the space of Killing vector fields on (R×f F,−dt2+f2(t)gF )
maybe is infinite dimensional.
Nextly we considerM = I×f F with the metric tensor −f21 (t)dt2+f2(t)gF which





is the base of the Killing vector fields on (I,−f21 (t)dt2) and K̂a = −f1(t)dt. Similar
to the discussions in [Sa], we get
Proposition 3.13 Let M = I ×f F with the metric tensor −f21 (t)dt2 + f2(t)gF and







= CF . When CF 6= 0,

















where T is a Killing vector field on F and HessµF + µCF gF = 0. When CF = 0, if µ




+W ∗ where W ∗ is homothetic. Otherwise ∇Fµ is a
non-zero parallel field.
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We recall the definition of the curl operator on semi-Riemannian manifolds, namely:
if V is a vector field on a seni-Riemannian manifold M , then curlV is the antisym-
metric 2-covariant tensor defined by
curlV (X,Y ) := gM (∇XV, Y )− gM (∇Y V,X), (3.54)
where X,Y ∈ Γ(TM). A vector field V on a semi-Riemannian manifold M is said
to be non-rotating if curlV (X,Y ) = 0 for all X,Y ∈ Γ(TM). By the remark 5.1 in
[DU], we know that V is non-rotating iff it is parallel. By Proposition 2.2, then for
X,Y ∈ Γ(TR) and V,W ∈ Γ(TF )
(1) ∇XY = ∇BXY.
(2) ∇XW = ∇WX = X(f)f W.
(3) ∇VW = ff
′
f21
gF (V,W ) +∇FVW.











Then K is non-rotating iff ∇ ∂
∂t
































































By HessµF + µCF gF = 0 and (3.60), we have (f
′)2 = −f21CF , f = ±f1
√−CF t+ r0.
Proposition 3.14 Let M = I×f F with the metric tensor −f21 (t)dt2+f2(t)gF and if
K is a non-trivial non-rotating Killing vector field and f ′ 6= 0, then f1 is a constant
and f = ±f1











4 Multiply twisted products with a semi-symmetric met-
ric connection
4.1 Preliminaries
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric g. A linear connection
∇ on a Riemannian manifold M is called a semi-symmetric connection if the torsion
tensor T of the connection ∇
T (X,Y ) = ∇XY −∇YX − [X,Y ] (4.1)
satisfies
T (X,Y ) = pi(Y )X − pi(X)Y, (4.2)
where pi is a 1-form associated with the vector field P on M defined by pi(X) =
g(X.P ). ∇ is called a semi-symmetric metric connection if it satisfies ∇g = 0. If ∇
is the Levi-Civita connection of M , the semi-symmetric metric connection ∇ is given
by
∇XY = ∇XY + pi(Y )X − g(X,Y )P, (4.3)
(see [Ya]). Let R and R be the curvature tensors of ∇ and ∇ respectively. Then R
and R are related by
R(X,Y )Z = R(X,Y )Z + g(Z,∇XP )Y − g(Z,∇Y P )X
+g(X,Z)∇Y P − g(Y,Z)∇XP + pi(P )[g(X,Z)Y − g(Y,Z)X]
+[g(Y,Z)pi(X) − g(X,Z)pi(Y )]P + pi(Z)[pi(Y )X − pi(X)Y ], (4.4)
for any vector fields X,Y,Z on M [Ya]. By (4.3) and Proposition 2.2, we have
Proposition 4.1 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and let X,Y ∈ Γ(TB) and U ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj) and P ∈ Γ(TB) . Then
(1) ∇XY = ∇BXY.
(2) ∇XU = X(bi)bi U.
(3) ∇UX = [X(bi)bi + pi(X)]U.
(4) ∇UW = 0 if i 6= j.
(5) ∇UW = U(lnbi)W+W (lnbi)U− gFi(U,W )bi gradFibi−bigFi(U,W )gradBbi+∇
Fi
U W−
g(U,W )P if i = j.
Proposition 4.2 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and let X,Y ∈ Γ(TB) and U ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj) and P ∈ Γ(TFk) . Then
(1) ∇XY = ∇BXY − g(X,Y )P.
(2) ∇XU = X(bi)bi U + g(P,U)X.
(3) ∇UX = X(bi)bi U.
(4) ∇UW = g(W,P )U if i 6= j.
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(5) ∇UW = U(lnbi)W+W (lnbi)U− gFi(U,W )bi gradFibi−bigFi(U,W )gradBbi+∇
Fi
U W+
pi(W )U − g(U,W )P if i = j.
By (4.4) and Proposition 2.4, we have
Proposition 4.3 LetM = B×b1F1×b2F2 · · ·×bmFm be a multiply twisted product and
let X,Y,Z ∈ Γ(TB) and V ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj), U ∈ Γ(TFk) and P ∈ Γ(TB).
Then











g(X,Y ) + pi(P )g(X,Y ) + g(Y,∇XP )− pi(X)pi(Y )
]
V.
(3)R(X,V )W = R(V,W )X = R(V,X)W = 0 if i 6= j.
(4)R(X,Y )V = 0.
(5)R(V,W )X = V X(lnbi)W −WX(lnbi)V if i = j.
(6)R(V,W )U = 0 if i = j 6= k ori 6= j 6= k.
(7)R(U, V )W = −g(V,W )gB(gradBbi,gradBbk)
bibk








− pi(P )g(V,W )U, if i = j 6= k.









X +∇XP + pi(P )X − pi(X)P
]
if i = j.






(g(V,W )U − g(U,W )V ) if i = j = k.
Proposition 4.4 LetM = B×b1F1×b2F2 · · ·×bmFm be a multiply twisted product and
let X,Y,Z ∈ Γ(TB) and V ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj), U ∈ Γ(TFk) and P ∈ Γ(TFl).
Then



















X−g(X,Y )∇V P−g(X,Y )[pi(P )V −pi(V )P ] if i =
l
(4)R(X,V )W = X(bl)
bl
pi(W )V if i 6= j.
(5)R(V,W )X = −δli pi(V )bi X(bi)W + δlj
pi(W )
bj
X(bj)V if i 6= j.









(7)R(V,W )X = V X(lnbi)W −WX(lnbi)V − δli X(bi)bi [pi(V )W − pi(W )V ] if i = j.
(8)R(V,W )U = 0 if i = j 6= k ori 6= j 6= k.
(9)R(U, V )W = −g(V,W )gB(gradBbi,gradBbk)
bibk
U−g(W,∇V P )U−g(V,W )∇UP−pi(P )g(V,W )U+
g(V,W )pi(U)P + pi(W )[pi(V )U − pi(U)V ], if i = j 6= k.




− gradFi(Xlnbi)gFi(W,V ) +
X(bl)
bl
pi(W )V −g(W,∇V P )X−g(V,W )X(bl)bl P−g(V,W )pi(P )X+pi(V )pi(W )X if i = j.




(g(V,W )U − g(U,W )V ) + pi(P )[g(U,W )V − g(V,W )U ] if i = j = k 6= l.
(12)R(U, V )W = g(U,W )gradB(V (lnbi)) − g(V,W )gradB(U(lnbi)) + RFi(U, V )W −
|gradBbi|2B
b2i
(g(V,W )U − g(U,W )V ) + g(W,∇UP )V − g(W,∇V P )U + g(U,W )∇V P −
g(V,W )∇UP+pi(P )[g(U,W )V −g(V,W )U ]+[g(V,W )pi(U)−g(U,W )pi(V )]P+pi(W )[pi(V )U−
pi(U)V ] if i = j = k = l.
By proposition 4.3 and 4.4, we have
Proposition 4.5 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and let X,Y,Z ∈ Γ(TB) and V ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj) and P ∈ Γ(TB). Then













g(X,Y ) + pi(P )g(X,Y )
+ g(Y,∇XP )− pi(X)pi(Y )] .
(2)Ric(X,V ) = Ric(V,X) = (li − 1)[V X(lnbi)].
(3)Ric(V,W ) = 0 if i 6= j.













+(n− 2)pi(P ) +∑nk=1 εk < ∇EkP,Ek > +∑j 6=i lj P bjbj + (n+ li − 2)Pbibi ] g(V,W ) if i =
j,
where Ek, 1 ≤ k ≤ n is an orthonormal base of B with εk = g(Ek, Ek) and
dimB = n, dimM = n.
Corollary 4.6 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product and
dimFi > 1 and P ∈ Γ(TB), then (M,∇) is mixed Ricci-flat if and only if M can be
expressed as a multiply warped product. In particular, if (M,∇) is Einstein, then M
can be expressed as a multiply warped product.
Proposition 4.7 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and let X,Y,Z ∈ Γ(TB) and V ∈ Γ(TFi), W ∈ Γ(TFj) and P ∈ Γ(TFr). Then












(2)Ric(X,V ) = (li − 1)[V X(lnbi)] + (n− 2)X(br)br pi(V ).
(3)Ric(V,X) = (li − 1)[V X(lnbi)] + (2− n)X(br)br pi(V ).
(3)Ric(V,W ) = 0 if i 6= j.













+(n− 2)pi(P )] + (n− 2)g(W,∇V P ) + (2− n)pi(V )pi(W ) + g(V,W )divFrP if i = j,
Corollary 4.8 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product and
dimFi > 1 and P ∈ Γ(TFr), then (M,∇) is mixed Ricci-flat if and only if M can be
expressed as a multiply warped product and br is only dependent on Fr. In particular,
if (M,∇) is Einstein, then M can be expressed as a multiply warped product.
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Proposition 4.9 Let M = B ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
















































Proposition 4.10 Let M = B×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply twisted product
and P ∈ Γ(TFr), then the scalar curvature S has the following expression:

























+ pi(P )(n − 1)(n − 2) + 2(n− 1)divFrP. (4.6)
4.2 Special multiply warped product with a semi-symmetric connection
Let M = I×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply warped product with the metric
tensor −dt2 ⊕ b21gF1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ b2mgFm and I is an open interval in R and bi ∈ C∞(I).
Theorem 4.11 Let M = I×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply warped product with
the metric tensor −dt2 ⊕ b21gF1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ b2mgFm and P = ∂∂t . Then (M,∇) is Einstein
with the Einstein constant λ if and only if the following conditions are satisfied for
any i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}
















+ (2− n)b2i + (n+ li − 2)bib′i = λb2i .




































Ric (V,W ) = RicFi(V,W ) + gFi(V,W )





+(2− n)b2i + (n+ li − 2)bib′i
]
. (4.9)
By (4.7)-(4.9) and the Einstein condition, we get the above theorem. ✷
Theorem 4.12 Let M = I×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · ·×bm Fm be a multiply warped product with
the metric tensor −dt2 ⊕ b21gF1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ b2mgFm and P ∈ Γ(TFr) with gFr(P,P ) = 1
and n > 2. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only if the
following conditions are satisfied for any i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}
(1)(Fi,∇Fi) (i 6= r) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λi, i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}.





= µ0; divFrP = µ1, µ0−µ1+λ = (2−n)b2r , where
µ0, µ1 are constants.
(3)RicFr(V,W )+λgFr(V,W ) = (n−2) [pi(V )pi(W )− g(W,∇V P )] , for V,W ∈ Γ(TFr).





− (li − 1)b′2i = (λ− µ1)b2i .
Proof. By Proposition 4.7 (2) and gFr(P,P ) = 1, we have br is a constant. By















+ (2− n)b2r − divFrP = −λ; (4.10)






= µ0, divFrP = µ1. µ0 − µ1 + λ = (2− n)b2r , . (4.11)
Ric(V,W ) = RicFi(V,W ) + b2i gFi(V,W )
−b′′i
bi










+(n− 2)pi(P )] + (n− 2)g(W,∇V P ) + (2− n)pi(V )pi(W ) + g(V,W )divFrP. (4.12)
When i 6= r, then ∇V P = pi(V ) = 0, so
Ric(V,W ) = RicFi(V,W ) + b2i gFi(V,W )
−b′′i
bi














i gFi(V,W ) = λb
2
i gFi(V,W ). (4.13)
By variables separation, we have (Fi,∇Fi) (i 6= r) is Einstein with the Einstein
constant λi and






− (li − 1)b′2i = (λ− µ1)b2i . (4.14)
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When i = r and br is a constant, then
RicFi(V,W ) + b2r [(n− 2)b2r + µ1 − λ]gFi(V,W ) = (n− 2) [pi(V )pi(W )− g(W,∇V P )] .
(4.15)
So we prove the above theorem. ✷
When M = I×b1 F1×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply warped product and P = ∂∂t ,














































The following result just follows from the method of separation of variables and the
fact that each SFi is function defined on Fi.
Proposition 4.13 Let M = I ×b1 F1 ×b2 F2 · · · ×bm Fm be a multiply warped product
and P = ∂
∂t
. If (M,∇) has constant scalar curvature S, then each (Fi,∇Fi) has con-
stant scalar curvature SFi.



























+ pi(P )(n − 1)(n − 2) + 2(n − 1)divFrP. (4.17)
Proposition 4.14 LetM = I×b1F1×b2F2 · · ·×bmFm be a multiply warped product and
P ∈ Γ(TFr). If (M,∇) has constant scalar curvature S, then each (Fi,∇Fi) (i 6= r)
has constant scalar curvature SFi and if gFr(P,P ) and divFrP are constants, then
SFr is also a constant.
4.3 Generalized Robertson-Walker spacetimes with a semi-symmetric met-
ric connection
In this section, we study M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF . As
a corollary of Theorem 4.11, we obtain:
Corollary 4.15 Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t .
Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only if the following
24
conditions are satisfied









(3)λF − ff” + (1− l)f ′2 + (1− l − λ)f2 + (2l − 1)f ′f = 0.
Remark. In Theorem 5.1 in [SO], they got the Einstein condition ofM = I×F with
a semi-symmetric metric connection, but they did not consider the above conditions
(2) and (3).
Corollary 4.16 Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t
and dimF = 1. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only if
f ′′ = f ′ − λf .
By Corollary 4.15 (2) and (3), we get
Corollary 4.17 Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t
and dimF > 1. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only if
the following conditions are satisfied
(1)(F,∇F ) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λF .
(2) f ′′ = f ′ − λ
l
f.
(3) λF1−l + f
′2 + (1 + λ
l
)f2 − 2ff ′ = 0.
By Corollary 4.16 and elementary methods for ordinary differential equations, we
get
Theorem 4.18 Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t
and dimF = 1. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only if













































2 = b0, then a0+b0 = 1, d0 = a0b0.
When dimF > 1, by Corollary 4.17 (2)
Case i) d0 <
1
4 , then f = c1e
a0t + c2e





0 + 1 + a0b0 − 2a0)e2a0t + c22(b20 + 1 + a0b0 − 2b0)e2b0t
+2c1c2(2a0b0 + 1− a0 − b0)e(a0+b0)t = 0. (4.18)
When b0 = 0, we get d0 = 0, a0 = 1, λ = 0. By (4.18), d0+ c
2
2 = 0, so λF = (l− 1)c22.
In this case f = c1e
t + c2. When b 6= 0, then e2a0t, e2b0t and e(a0+b0)t are linear
independent, so c22(b
2
0 + 1 + a0b0 − 2b0) = c22(1 − b0) = 0 and c2 = 0. Then c1 6= 0,
by c21(a
2
0+1+a0b0−2a0) = c21(1−a0) = 0, so a0 = 1, then d0 = λ = 0. Thus f = c1et.
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Case ii) d0 =
1






























The coefficient of t2et is 12c
2
2, so c2 = 0. The coefficient of e





2c1 + c2), so c1 = 0, in this case we have no solutions.
Case iii) d0 >
1

























































0 + c1c2h0 = 0. (4.21)
Plusing the above two equalities ,then 14 + d0+h
2
0 = 0 and d0 = 0. There is a contra-
diction with d0 >
1
4 and in this case we have no solutions. So we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.19 Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t
and dimF > 1. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only
if λ = 0 and f = c1e
t+c2 and (F,∇F ) is Einstein with the Einstein constant (l−1)c22.
By (4.16) and (4.17), we have
Corollary 4.20 Let LetM = I×F with the metric tensor −dt2+f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t .














+ (1− l)l. (4.22)
Corollary 4.21 Let Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and
P ∈ Γ(TF ) and gF (P,P ) = c0, divFrP = c′0. If (M,∇) has constant scalar curvature







− l(l − 1)f
′2
f2
+ c0(l − 1)lf2 + 2c′0l. (4.23)
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In (4.22), we make the change of variable f(t) =
√













Theorem 4.22 Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t
and dimF = l = 3. If (M,∇) has constant scalar curvature S if and only if (F,∇F )
has constant scalar curvature SF and
















































(4) S = −6, v(t) = c1 − SF9 t+ c2e3t.
Proof. If l = 3, then we have a simple differential equation






If S 6= −6, we putting h(t) = (2 + S3 )v(t) − S
F
3 , it follows that h
′′(t) − 3h′(t) + (2 +
S
3 )h(t) = 0. The above solutions (1)-(3) follow directly from elementary methods for
ordinary differential equations. When S = −6, then v′′(t) − 3v′(t) − SF3 = 0, we get
the solution (4). ✷
Theorem 4.23 Let M = I × F with the metric tensor −dt2 + f(t)2gF and P = ∂∂t
and dimF = l 6= 3 and SF = 0. If (M,∇) has constant scalar curvature S if and only
if
(1) S < l




















(2) S = l












(3) S > l



































+ (l − 1 + S
l
) = 0. (4.26)
Putting v(t) = w(t)
4
l+1 , then w(t) satisfies the equation w′′−lw′+ (l+1)4 (l−1+Sl )w = 0,
27
by the elementary methods for ordinary differential equations, we prove the above
theorem. ✷
When dimF = l 6= 3 and SF 6= 0, putting v(t) = w(t) 4l+1 , then w(t) satisfies the
equation
w′′ − lw′ + (l + 1)
4
(l − 1 + S
l






l+1 = 0. (4.27)
4.4 Generalized Kasner spacetimes with a semi-symmetric metric connec-
tion
In this section, we consider the scalar and Ricci curvature of generalized Kasner
spacetimes with a semi-symmetric metric connection. We recall the definition of gen-
eralized Kasner spacetimes ([DU1]).
Definition 4.24 A generalized Kasner spacetime (M,g) is a Lorentzian multiply
warped product of the form M = I ×φp1 F1 × · · · ×φpm Fm with the metric g =
−dt2 ⊕ φ2p1gF1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ φ2pmgFm , where φ : I → (0,∞) is smooth and pi ∈ R, for any
i ∈ {1, · · · ,m} and also I = (t1, t2).
We introduce the following parameters ζ =
∑m





eralized Kasner spacetimes. By Theorem 4.11 and direct computations, we get
Proposition 4.25 Let M = I ×φp1 F1 × · · · ×φpm Fm be a generalized Kasner space-
time and P = ∂
∂t
. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only
if the following conditions are satisfied for any i ∈ {1, · · · ,m}














− (ζ − 1)pi φ
′2
φ2
+ [ζ + (n− 2)pi]φ
′
φ
= n+ λ− 2.
By (4.16) we obtain
Proposition 4.26 LetM = I×φp1F1×· · ·×φpmFm be a generalized Kasner spacetime
and P = ∂
∂t
. Then (M,∇) has constant scalar curvature S if and only if each (Fi,∇Fi)









− (η + ζ2 − 2ζ)φ
′2
φ2
+ 2(n− 1)ζ φ
′
φ
+ (2− n)(n − 1). (4.28)
Nextly, we first give a classification of four-dimensional generalized Kasner space-
times with a semi-symmetric metric connection and then consider Ricci tensors and
scalar curvatures of them.
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Definition 4.27 Let M = I ×b1 F1× · · · ×bm Fm with the metric g = −dt2⊕ b21gF1 ⊕
· · · ⊕ b2mgFm .
· (M,g) is said to be of Type (I) if m = 1 and dim(F ) = 3.
· (M,g) is said to be of Type (II) if m = 2 and dim(F1) = 1 and dim(F2) = 2.
· (M,g) is said to be of Type (III) if m = 3 and dim(F1) = 1, dim(F2) = 1 and
dim(F3) = 1.
By Theorem 4.19 and 4.22, we have given a classification of Type (I) Einstein
spaces and Type (I) spaces with the constant scalar curvature.
· Classification of Einstein Type (II) generalized Kasner space-times with
a semi-symmetric metric connection
Let M = I ×φp1 F1×φp2 F2 be an Einstein type (II) generalized Kasner spacetime
and P = ∂
∂t

















− (ζ − 1)p1φ
′2
φ2
+ [ζ + 2p1]
φ′
φ






− (ζ − 1)p2φ
′2
φ2
+ [ζ + 2p2]
φ′
φ
= λ+ 2, (4.29iii)
where λ2 is a constant. Consider following two cases:
Case i) ζ = 0


































= λ+ 2, (4.30iii)
Case i a) η = 0,
then pi = 0, by (4.30i), λ = 0. By (4.30ii), λ+ 2 = 0, this is a contradiction.
Case i b) η 6= 0,
then pi 6= 0.
Case i b)1) λ2 = 0
























which does not satisfy the first equation in (4.31), this a contra-
diction.
Case i b)2) λ2 6= 0
by (4.30ii) and (4.30iii), we have λ2
φ−p1 =
3
2(λ + 2), so φ is a constant. By (4.30ii),
λ + 2 = 0, so λ2 = 0, this is a contradiction. In a word, we have no solutions when
ζ = 0.
Case ii) ζ 6= 0,
then η 6= 0. Putting φ = ψ ζη , then ψ′′ − ψ′ + λη
ζ2
ψ = 0. Hence,
(1) λ < ζ
2













(2) λ = ζ
2







(3) λ > ζ
2


















































= λ+ 2, (4.32iii)
When p1 = p2, the type (II) spaces turns into type (I) spaces, so we assume p1 6= p2.









Case ii)(1) λ < ζ
2
4η , ψ = c1e
at + c2e






































Case ii)(1)(a)1) b 6= 0, p1λ2 6= 0
then p2 = 0 and ζ = p1, η = p
2
1 and b =
1−√1−4λ
2 and ψ = c2e
bt. By (4.32ii) and
b2 − b+ λ = 0, we get −b2+3b = λ+2 and b = 1. But b < 12 , this is a contradiction.
Case ii)(1)(a)2) b 6= 0, p1λ2 = 0
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If p1 = 0, then ζ = 2p2, η = 2p
2
2 and b =
(λ+2)η
ζ2
, so λ = −4 and b = −1. By (4.32iii),
we get λ2 = 0 and −2b2 + 4b = λ+ 2 which is a contradiction.
If λ2 = 0, by (4.32ii) and b =
(λ+2)η
ζ2
, we get λ = 0 or −2. When λ = 0, then
b = 2η
ζ2
= 0, this is a contradiction. There is a similar contradiction for λ = −2.
Case ii)(1)(a)3) b = 0,
then ψ = c2, by (4.32i), λ = 0. By (4.32ii), λ = −2, this is a contradiction.












Case ii)(1)(b)1) p1λ2 6= 0,
then p2 = 0 and ζ = 2p2, η = 2p
2








(4.32ii), then a = 1 and λ = 0, so λ2 = 1 and ψ = c1e
t and φ satisfies (4.32iii). In
this case, we get p2 = 0, p1 6= 0, φ = c0e
t
p1 , λ = 0, λ2 = 1.
Case ii)(1)(b)2) p1λ2 = 0,
if p1 = 0, then ζ = 2p2, η = 2p
2
2 and ψ = c1e
at and a = (λ+2)η
ζ2
, so λ = 0 and
a = 1. By (4.32iii), we get λ2 = 0 and φ satisfies (4.23ii) and (4.32iii). In this case,
p1 = 0, p2 6= 0 λ = 0, λ2 = 0, φ = c0e
t
p2 .
If λ2 = 0, by (4.32ii) and a =
(λ+2)η
ζ2
, then λ = 0 and a = 2η
ζ2
= 1. By (4.32iii), then
λ2 = 0 and φ satisfies (4.23ii) and (4.32iii). In this case, p1 6= 0, p2 6= 0, λ = λ2 = 0,
p1 = 4p2, φ = c0e
t
3p2 .
Case ii)(1)(c) c1 6= 0, c2 6= 0, b 6= 0,
If p2 6= 0, then eat, ebt, (c1eat + c2ebt)1−
2p2ζ















So a = b = (λ+2)η
ζ2
, this is a contradiction.








(p2 − p1)ζ2 = 0, (4.38)
so a = b and we get a contradiction.
Case ii)(1)(d) c1 6= 0, c2 6= 0, b = 0,
When 1− 2p2ζ
η
6= 0, we have similar discussions. When 1− 2p2ζ
η
= 0, we have (λ+2)η
ζ2
=
1. By b = 0, then λ = 0 and 2η = ζ2 = 4p2ζ, so 4p2 = ζ and p1 = 2p2. But η = 2p2ζ,
then p1 = p2 = 0. This is a contradiction.
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Case ii)(2) λ = ζ
2







by (4.33), we have[
1
2
























Case ii)(2)a) c2 6= 0,














(−λ2+λ+2)t, this is a contradiction
with c2 6= 0.
Case ii)(2)b) c2 = 0,







































so λ2 = 0 and we have a contradiction by (4.41).
If p1 6= 0, then λ2 = 0, so ψ = c1e 12 t and φζ = c0e4t. Then by (4.32ii), we have p1 = 0
which contradicts with p1 6= 0.




(4.32ii), we have a contradiction. In a word, we have no solutions in case ii)(2).
Case ii)(3) λ > ζ
2




























(c1cos(at) + c2sin(at)). (4.42)












so c21 + c
2
2 = 0. This is a contradiction.





(p2 − p1)ζ2 c1 +
(λ+ 2)η
ζ2










Then c21 + c
2
2 = 0. This is a contradiction. By the above discussions, we get the
following theorem:
Theorem 4.28 Let M = I ×φp1 F1 ×φp2 F2 be a generalized Kasner spacetime and
dimF1 = 1, dimF2 = 2 and P =
∂
∂t
. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein
constant λ if and only if (F2,∇F2) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ2, and one
of the following conditions is satisfied
(1) p2 = 0, p1 6= 0, φ = c0e
t
p1 , λ = 0, λ2 = 1.
(2) p1 = 0, p2 6= 0 λ = 0, λ2 = 0, φ = c0e
t
p2 .
(3) p1 6= 0, p2 6= 0, λ = λ2 = 0, , p1 = 4p2, φ = c0e
t
3p2 .
· Type (II) generalized Kasner space-times with a semi-symmetric metric
connection with constant scalar curvature














If ζ = 0, when η = 0, then p1 = p2 = 0 and S = S







− (S + 6). (4.46)
If ζ 6= 0, putting φ = ψ
2ζ







ψ′ − (S + 6)ψ + SF2ψ1−
4p2ζ
η+ζ2 = 0. (4.47)
· Type (III) generalized Kasner space-times with a semi-symmetric metric
connection with constant scalar curvature
By Proposition 4.26, then
S = −2ζ φ
′′
φ







If ζ = η = 0, then p1 = p2 = p3 = 0, we get S = −6.
If ζ = 0, η 6= 0, then [(lnφ)′]2 = −S+6
η
, so when S+6 > 0, there is no solutions, when







If ζ 6= 0, then η 6= 0, putting φ = ψ
2ζ
η+ζ2 , then
ψ′′ − 3ψ′ + (S + 6)(η + ζ
2)
4ζ2
ψ = 0. (4.49)
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So, we get
(1) S + 6 < 9ζ
2
η+ζ2















(2) S + 6 = 9ζ
2
η+ζ2







(3) S +6 > 9ζ
2










So we get the following theorem
Theorem 4.29 Let M = I×φp1 F1×φp2 F2×φp3 F3 be a generalized Kasner spacetime
and dimF1 = dimF2 = dimF3 = 1, and P =
∂
∂t
. Then S is a constant if and only if
one of the following case holds
(1) ζ = η = 0, S = −6.
(2)ζ = 0, η 6= 0, when S + 6 > 0, there is no solutions, when S + 6 = 0, φ is a







(3) If ζ 6= 0





































(3c) S+6 > 9ζ
2











· Einstein Type (III) generalized Kasner space-times with a semi-symmetric
metric connection






















































= λ+ 2, (4.50iv)
If ζ = η = 0, by (4.50i), λ = 0, by (4.50ii), λ = −2, this is a contradiction.











. But by (4.50ii), then φ
′′
φ




= 0, this is a contradic-
tion.
ζ 6= 0. If p1 = p2 = p3, we get type (I), so we may let p1 6= p2. By (4.50ii) and
(4.50iii), we have (φ
ζ)′
φζ
= λ+ 2 and (φ
ζ)′′
φζ
− 2 (φζ )′
φζ
= 0, so φζ = c0e
(λ+2)t and λ = −2
or 0. When λ = −2, ψ is a constant, by (4.50i), λ = 0, this is a contradiction. When
λ = 0, ψ = c0e
2ηt
ζ2 and ψ′′ − ψ′ = 0, so 2η
ζ2
= 1. In this case, we get when pi 6= pj for
some i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, λ = 0, 2η
ζ2
= 1, φ = c0e
2t
ζ , . We get the following theorem.
Theorem 4.30 Let M = I ×φp1 F1 ×φp2 F2 ×φp3 F3 be a generalized Kasner space-
time for pi 6= pj for some i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and dimF1 = dimF2 = dimF3 = 1,
and P = ∂
∂t
. Then (M,∇) is Einstein with the Einstein constant λ if and only if
λ = 0, 2η
ζ2
= 1, φ = c0e
2t
ζ .
5 Multiply twisted product Finsler manifolds
In this section, we set (Mi, Fi) is a Finsler manifold for 0 ≤ i ≤ b and fi :
M0 × Mi → R is a smooth function for 1 ≤ i ≤ b Let pii : TMi → Mi be the
projection map. The product manifold M0×M1×· · ·×Mb endowed with the metric
F : TM0 × TM01 · · · × TM0b → R is considered,







2(v1) + · · · + f2m(pi0(v0), pim(vm))Fb2(vb), (5.1)
where TM0i = TMi−{0}. Let dimMi = mi, for 0 ≤ i ≤ b and (x1i , · · · , xmii , y1i , · · · , ymii







and gij be the inverse of gij . For a Finsler manifold (M,F ), a global vector field in
introduced by F on TM0, which in a standard coordinate (xi, yi) for TM0 is given
by G = yi ∂
∂xi





























F is called a Berwald metric and weakly Berwald metric if Bijkl = 0 Ejk = 0 respec-





. A Finsler metric F is said to be isotropic mean Berwald




(n+ 1)cF−1hij , (5.5)
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where hij = gij − F−2yiyj is the angular metric and c = c(x) is a scalar function on




ijk. A Finsler metric is called a Landsgerg metric if Lijk = 0.
A Finsler metric is said to be relatively isotropic Landsberg metric if it satisfies
Lijk = cFCijk, where c = c(x) is a scalar function on M . Let Ji = g
jkLijk and
Ii = g
jkCijk. A Finsler metric is called a weakly Landsberg metric if Ji = 0. A
Finsler metric is said to be relatively isotropic mean Landsberg metric if Ji = cFIi
for some scalar function c = c(x) on M . A Finsler metric is said to be locally dually
flat if (F 2)xkyly
k = 2(F 2)xl . A Finsler manifold (M,F ) is called a locally Minkowski
manifold if on each coordinate neighborhood of TM , F is a function of (yi) only. Let
Ii = g
jkCijk and hij = gij− 1F 2 gipypgiqyq andMijk = Cijk− 1n+1(Iihjk+Ijhik+Ikhij).














F 2i , for 1 ≤ j ≤ m0, (5.6)
where (Gl)






for 0 ≤ l ≤ b.























F 2l , (5.7)


















































































































































































































































































, 1 ≤ k ≤ mr, (5.21)
Then

























































































































































































































































Proposition 5.1 The multiply twisted product Finsler manifold M0×f1 M1×· · ·×fb
Mb is Riemannian if and only if (Mi, Fi) is Riemannian for 0 ≤ i ≤ b.
Similar to Theorem 1 in [PTN], by (5.29)-(5.34) we have






6= 0 for some j ∈
{1, · · · ,m0}, thenM0×f1M1×· · ·×fbMb is a Berwald manifold if and only if (M0, F0)







= 0, 1 ≤
l ≤ b.
By (5.29)-(5.34) then














F 2t , (5.35)
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By (5.35)-(5.37), similar to Theorem in [PTN], we have
Theorem 5.3 M0 ×f1 M1 × · · · ×fb Mb is a weakly Berwald manifold if and only if





















for 1 ≤ l ≤ b.
By (5.5) and (5.35)-(5.37), then
































(yl)i = −n+ 1
2






























r(gl)ij − F−2f2l f2r (yl)i(yr)j ]. (5.41)
By Lemma 5.4, similar to Theorem 3 in [PTN], we get
Theorem 5.5 M0 ×f1 M1 × · · · ×fb Mb with isotropic mean Berwald curvature is a
weakly Berwald manifold.
By (5.29)-(5.34), we have


































































By (5.42)-(5.45), similar to Theorem 6 in [PTN], we have






6= 0 for some j ∈
{1, · · · ,m0}, then M0 ×f1 M1 × · · · ×fb Mb is a Landsberg manifold if and only if










Similar to Theorem 6 in [PTN], we have
Theorem 5.7 M0 ×f1 M1 × · · · ×fb Mb is a relatively isotropic Landsberg manifold,
then M is a Landsberg manifold.
By (5.42)-(5.45), then

























































Similar to Theorem 8 in [PTN], by (5.46) and (5.47) we have






6= 0 for some j ∈
{1, · · · ,m0}, then M0×f1M1×· · ·×fbMb is a weakly Landsberg manifold if and only











= 0, 1 ≤ l ≤ b.
Similar to Theorem 9 in [PTN], we have
Theorem 5.9 M0×f1 M1×· · ·×fbMb is a relatively isotropic mean Landsberg man-
ifold, then (M,F ) is a weakly Landsberg manifold.
Similar to Theorem 10 in [PTN], we have
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Theorem 5.10 M0 ×f1 M1 × · · · ×fb Mb is locally dually flat if and only if (M0, F0)
is locally dually flat and fl = fl(xl) and (Mi, fiFi) is locally dually flat for 1 ≤ l ≤ b.
By Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 in [HR] and (5.25), we get
Theorem 5.11 M0 ×f1 M1 × · · · ×fb Mb is a locally Minkowski manifold if and only
if fl = fl(xl) and (M0, F0), (Mi, fiFi) are locally Minkowski manifolds for 1 ≤ l ≤ b.
Similar to Theorem 1 in [PT], we have




















































Proposition 5.13Let M =M0×f1 M1×· · ·×fb Mb, then the Levi-Civita connection



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































∈ Γ(V TM0). Similarly, the horizontal bundle HTM0 is totally geodesic




∈ Γ(HTM0). Similar to Proposition 3, 4 in [PT], we have
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Proposition 5.14Let M =M0 ×f1 M1 × · · · ×fb Mb, then V TM0 is totally geodesic
if and only if F cab = G
c
ab.
Proposition 5.15Let M =M0×f1 M1× · · · ×fb Mb, then HTM0 is totally geodesic
if and only if (Mi, Fi) is Riemannian for 0 ≤ i ≤ b and Rcab = 0
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